**Upper Body Positioning**

1. Pull both the tie-strip tabs located in the gown sleeve to deploy the upper body insert.

2. Tie the tie-strips around the arm board to prevent the inflated insert from lifting away from the patient.

3. Fold up the lower portion of the gown onto the top of the gown.

4. Remove the backing from the adhesive strip located on the upper body insert and adhere to the patient.

5. If the patient is intubated and ventilated, deploy the included head drape by pulling the tab from between the gown neckline and the upper body insert over the patient’s head and neck. Insert the end of the 3M™ Bair Hugger™ warming unit hose in the gown’s upper left hose port. Turn the Bair Hugger warming unit ON and select the appropriate temperature setting. Prior to transferring patient to PACU, perforate the upper body extended inserts, patient adhesive and head drape.

**Lower Body Positioning**

1. Extend the gown to its full length for optimal heat transfer.

2. Unfasten the 3M™ Bair Hugger™ gown sleeves and slide the gown down on the patient.

3. Remove the backing from the adhesive strip located on the upper body insert and adhere to the patient.

4. Insert the end of the 3M™ Bair Hugger™ warming unit hose in the gown’s lower left hose port.

5. Turn the Bair Hugger warming unit ON and select the appropriate temperature setting. Monitor the temperature and cutaneous response of patients who are incapable of reacting, communicating and/or who are without a sense of feeling every 10-20 minutes or according to institutional protocol. Monitor the patient’s vital signs regularly.

**INDICATIONS FOR USE:**

The Bair Hugger Warming Gown System provides forced-air warming for thermal comfort and prewarming when connected to a Bair Hugger 800 series patient adjustable warming unit. During a surgical procedure, the gown can be connected to a Bair Hugger 500 or 700 series temperature management unit to provide clinical warming to treat and prevent hypothermia.

**SEE THE PRODUCT INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE FOR WARNINGS, CAUTIONS AND OTHER IMPORTANT INFORMATION.**

**USE OF THE BAIR HUGGER WARMING GOWN SYSTEM IS TO BE INITIATED AND MONITORED BY HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS.**
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**3M™ Bair Hugger™ Flex Gown Positioning**

**Prone Positioning**
1. Untie, open, and remove gown.
2. Position patient. Place gown over safety strap.
   - **Lower body:** Pull down gown, fold back upper insert and apply adhesive.
   - **Upper body:** Roll or accordion fold, apply adhesive and deploy sleeves, tie strips, and head drape.
3. Insert 3M™ Bair Hugger™ warming unit hose and turn unit ON.

**Lateral Positioning**
1. Untie, open, and remove gown.
2. Position patient. Place gown over safety strap.
   - **Lower body:** Pull down gown, fold back upper insert and apply adhesive.
   - **Upper body:** Roll or accordion fold, apply adhesive and deploy sleeves, tie strips, and head drape.
3. Insert 3M™ Bair Hugger™ warming unit hose and turn unit ON.

**Arms Tucked Positioning**
1. Untie and open gown.
2. Position patient. Place gown over safety strap.
   - **Lower body:** Pull down gown, fold back upper insert and apply adhesive.
   - **Upper body:** Roll or accordion fold, apply adhesive and deploy sleeves, tie strips, and head drape.
3. Insert 3M™ Bair Hugger™ warming unit hose and turn unit ON.

**Beach Chair Positioning**
1. Untie and open gown.
2. Place gown over safety strap. Fold gown over to expose surgical site.
3. Insert Bair Hugger warming unit hose and turn unit ON.

**Indications for Use:**
The Bair Hugger Warming Gown System provides forced-air warming for thermal comfort and prewarming when connected to a Bair Hugger 800 series patient adjustable warming unit. During a surgical procedure, the gown can be connected to a Bair Hugger 500 or 700 series temperature management unit to provide clinical warming to treat and prevent hypothermia.

**Preparation:**
- Untie, open, and remove gown.
- Position patient. Place gown over safety strap.
  - **Lower body:** Pull down gown, fold back upper insert and apply adhesive.
  - **Upper body:** Roll or accordion fold, apply adhesive and deploy sleeves, tie strips, and head drape.
  - Insert 3M™ Bair Hugger™ warming unit hose and turn unit ON.

**Positioning:**
1. Untie, open, and remove gown.
2. Position patient. Place gown over safety strap.
   - **Lower body:** Pull down gown, fold back upper insert and apply adhesive.
   - **Upper body:** Roll or accordion fold, apply adhesive and deploy sleeves, tie strips, and head drape.
3. Insert 3M™ Bair Hugger™ warming unit hose and turn unit ON.

**Warm:**
1. Untie and open gown.
2. Position patient. Place gown over safety strap.
   - **Lower body:** Pull down gown, fold back upper insert and apply adhesive.
   - **Upper body:** Roll or accordion fold, apply adhesive and deploy head drape.
3. Insert 3M™ Bair Hugger™ warming unit hose and turn unit ON.

**Prepare • Position • Warm**

**See the product instructions for use for warnings, cautions, and other important information.**

**Use of the Bair Hugger Warming Gown System is to be initiated and monitored by healthcare professionals.**

**3M Health Care**
Infection Prevention Division
2510 Conway Ave., St. Paul, MN 55144 USA
1-800-328-3957
www.BairHugger.com
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